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Nuclear energy is playing a vital role in
the life of every man, woman, and child in the
United States today. In the years ahead it will
affect increasingly all the peoples of the earth.
It is essential that all Americans gain an
understanding of this vital force if they are to
discharge thoughtfully their responsibilities as

citizens and if they are to realize fully the
myriad benefits that nuclear energy offers
them.

The United-States Atomic Energy commission provides this booklet to help you
achieve such understanding.
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THE COVER

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station near San Clemente, California, one
of the new generation of nuclear power

plants, with an electrical capacity of
-130,000 kilowatts. It began commercial
operation in 1967. (See page 40.)
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The vessel and head of Unit 1,2 of the Dresden Nuclear Power Station is shown on its 7,10-mile barge trip front Mount
Vernon, Indiana, where it was fabricated. to .!orris,' Illinois. II weights SW Ions and is approximately 72 feel long and
22 feel in diameter. (See Figure IS on page 28.)
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AR POWER PLANTS

By RAY L. LYERLY and
WALTER MITCHELL, III

WHY USE NUCLEAR POWER?
Millions of Americans use electricity derived from

atomic energy. Millions more of us will light our homes
and power our appliances with electricity from nuclear
,plants that are now being built. And in the future we, and
the other peoples of the world, undoubtedly will find that

nuclear energy is the source of a large portion of our
electric power.

What is behind this pattern of change? Why have we
entered an era in which nuclear power plants unknown a
relatively few years agoare a commercial reality, providing guaranteed performance at attractive cost? To
answer these questions we must look to the future as well
as the present.
In our growing world, our energy needs are growing
even faster than our population. Projected energy requirements for the future suggest strongly that we must employ
atomic energy to generate electric power or face depletion

of our fossil-fuel resourcescoal, oil, and gas. In short,
both conservation and economic considerations will require us to use nuclear energy to generate the electricity
that supports our civilization.

0
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Until we reach the time when nuclear power plants are
as common as fossil-fueled or hydroelectric plants, many
people will wonder how the nuclear plants work, how much
they cost, where they are located, and what kinds of reactors they use. The purpose of this booklet is to answer
these questions. In doing so, it will consider only central
station plants,,_ which are those that provide electric power
for established utility systems.
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FROM ATOMS TO ELECTRICITY

A nuclear power plant is similar to a conventional
thermal power plant: Each type uses steam to drive a
turbine generator that produces electricity. The heat energy

of the steam is converted to mechanical energy in the
turbine, and the generator then converts the mechanical
energy into electrical energy, or electricity. Although the
turbine functions equally well no matter where the steam
comes from, the origin of the steam is important to us,
for it is here that nuclear and conventional plants differ.
How is steam produced? Well, conventional plants burn
coal, oil, or gas, and heat from the combustion of these
fossil fuels boils water to make steam. In nuclear plants,
on the other hand, no burning or combustion takes place.
Nuclear fission is used instead. The fission reaction gen-

erates heat, and this heat is transferred, sometimes
indirectly, to the water that produces the steam. Consequently, it can be said that the fission reaction in a nuclear

plant serves the same purpose the generation of heat
as the burning of a fossil fuel in a conventional plant. We
will take a look at nuclear reactor systems a little later,
but first we should review the fission reaction.
The fission process requires a particular kind of heavy

element, such as uranium or plutonium, as a basic material. Let us consider uranium. Natural uranium is a
mixture of three isotopes, atomic forms that are chemically alike but vary in mass. An atom of one of these
isotopes, uranium-235, can readily undergo fission when a
free neutron (an energetic subatomic particle) strikes its
heavy central nucleus. The nucleus breaks into two pieces
that fly apart at high speed; in addition, two or three new
3

neutrons are released, as illustrated in Figure 1. The
kinetic energy of the flying fission fragments is converted
to heat when they collide with surrounding atoms, and the
released neutrons cause a chain reaction by initiating new
fissions in other 235U atoms.

Nucleus /

0
Neutron

//
--

.

Fission

fragment

,,,,,0

0

Free
neutrons

Figure 1 A typical

fission reaction.
Fission

fragment

Sustaining the chain reaction is important because more
than 30 billion fissions must occur in one second to release each watt of energy. If the chain reaction is to be
useful, the fissions must occur at a desired rate, and the
heat that is generated by the process must be removed.

The job of the nuclear reactor, then, is to provide an
environment in which fission reactions can be initiated,
sustained, and controlled, and to make possible recovery
of the resultant heat.*
The essential components of a reactor are:
the fuel, which fissions to produce neutrons and to
release energy;
the control elements, which are used to set the energy
release rate; and
the cooling fluid, which removes the heat generated
in the reactor.
Some of the relationships between reactors and the
actual production of steam are illustrated in the next
section, which describes some common nuclear steamsupply systems.

*For more about fission and the operation of reactors, see Our
Atomic World and Nuclear Reactors, other booklets in this series.
4
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REACTOR TYPES

If you went into an appliance-store and told a salesman,
"I'm interested in buying a coffeepot", he would probably
ask, ''What kind?" Depending on your reply, you might be

shown a percolator, a drip pot, or some other sort of
coffee maker: Each type brews coffee, but each does it in

a different way. Reactors, of course, aren't coffeepots,
but reactors do have a common productheat----and they
do come in several types.

Before we consider the differences in reactors, let's
take a moment to consider something that has a bearing
on the development of nuclear power plants in our country.
This is the fact that our nuclear fuel resources are not
unlimited. It is obvious that nuclear power plants would
not have much of a future if they used up the available fuel
in a relatively short time.
What is not so obvious is that among the different types
of nuclear reactors there are wide differences in their
net consumption of nuclear fuel. On one end of the scale,

there are reactors that have a high net fuel consumption;
these are used in most of the commercial nuclear power
plants operating in the United States today. Next, come
reactors with a low, but positive, netfuel consumption. The

ultimate reactors, insofar as fuel conservation is concerned, are those that have a negative net fuel consumption,
which means that they produce more fuel than they use.*

These are known as breeder reactors and will be popular
for central station nuclear power plants that begin operation in, say, 10 or 20 years. The breeding principle has
*Actually, they produce new fissionable material that can be
processed for use as fuel.
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proved workable, and economically attractive reactors

must now be developed so that breeder plants can be
built.*

In the descriptions that follow, we will note the relative
fuel consumption of each type. What we will see for each

is actually the nuclear steam-supply systemthat is, the
components used to produce steam for the power-generating

portion of the plant, shown in Figure 2. In this portion,
steam passes through the turbine and imparts energy in
the form of rotary motion to the turbine shaft. The shaft
turns the generator rotor and produces electric power.
Steam --0.

Water -4

Figure 2 The power-generaling portion of a nuclear power plant.

When the "spent" steam leaves the turbine, it enters the
condenser, passes over cooling tubes, and is turned back
into

water. This water is pumped back to the nuclear

steam-supply system, where the cycle starts all over again
with conversion of the water to high-pressure, high-

temperature steam. Figure 2 shows the most common
method of cooling: Pumping cool water through the condenser tubes and back to the source (river, lake, or some
other large body of water).
For a more detailed discUssion of fuel and its use in reactors,
see Atomic Fuel, a companion booklet in this series.
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The basic components of the power-generating portion
of a nuclear power plant are the same regardless of the
kind of reactor supplying the heat.
Boiling-Water Reactors

The name of this one tells the story. As shown in
Figure 3, water enters the reactor and is heated as it
passes up between the elements of nuclear fuel. Soon
steam collects in the upper portion of the reactor and
leaves through an outlet pipe. The pipes identified as
"steam" and "water" would be connected to those similarly
labeled in Figure 2 to form a complete power plant.

Figure 3 Nuclear steam-supply
components in a boiling-water

reactor.

The water and steam in a typical boiling-water reactor

are kept at a pressure of 1000 pounds per square inch
(psi); this is equivalent to the pressure at a depth of about

one-half mile beneath the surface of the sea. The pressure raises the boiling point of the reactor water to a
high value, so that when steam is produced, its temperature and pressure are great enough for efficient use in the
turbine.
As you know, the steam from a pot of boiling water on a

kitchen stove has a temperature of 212°F. Steam at that
temperature has too low an energy value for use in a
turbine. In order to increase the energy, the steam temperature must be raised. In a reactor, this is done by
operating it at high pressure. The principle is similar to
that of a pressure cooker, which cooks food faster because
7

it gets hotter. At the typical boiling-water reactor pressure
of 1000 psi, the temperature of the steam is about 545' F.
A nuclear steam-supply system based on a boiling-water
reactor may appear relatively simple compared with some
of the systems discussed and illustrated on the following
pages. While the boiling-water system has only a few
principal components, these are much larger than those in

a pressurized-water system, for example. A central station nuclear power plant with an electrical output of around
800,000 kilowatts requires a boiling -water reactor vessel

(the container that holds the nuclear fuel) about 70 feet
high by 20 feet in diameter. A pressurized-water reactor vessel for a plant of the same capacity is only about
40 feet high by 16 feet in diameter. However, there are
some additional large components in the pressurized-water
system. so things come out about even on an overall
component weight basis.

Boiling-water reactors have been. built and improved
over the years, and today they are sold on a commercial

basis in the United States. Their net nuclear fuel consumption is high, like that of pressurized-water reactors,
which we will discuss now.

Pressurized-Water Reactors

A pressurized-water reactor operates at conditions
under which the water passing through the reactor does
not boil. Pressure in the reactor and the piping loop connected to it (see Figure 4) is about 2250 psi, or more than
twice that in a boiling-water reactor. This very high pressure permits the water to be heated to 600` F without
boiling. The heated water goes to a steam generator that,

as the name implies, makes the steam that drives the
turbine.

In the steam generator, the hot reactor water passes
that are surrounded by water from the
turbine portion of the plant; this water is at a pressure
well below that of the reactor water system. The tubes
containing hot reactor water heat the surrounding water
through tubes

and make steam, which goes to the turbine at a temperature of about 500°F. The reactor water leaving the steam
8
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generator has been cooled by giving up some of its heat,
so it is pumped through the reactor to be heated again and
start another cycle.
Figure 4 Nuclear steam-supply

components in a pressurizedwater reactor.

Steam genera tor

Reactor
W3

ter

As you can see, a nuclear steam supply that uses a
pressurized-water reactor consists of two separate water
systems that meet in the steam generator. The water in
one system does not mix with that in the other, but heat is
transferred from the reactor system to the steam systeni.
More information on pressurized-water reactors is given
in the next section.
Gas-Cooled Reactors

The schematic diagram for a gas-cooled reactor in
Figure 5 bears a strong resemblance to the diagram for a
pressurized-water reactor. The principle of operation is
the same for both types: A working fluid transports heat
from the reactor to the steam generator, where the heat
makes steam for the turbine.
In

a gas-cooled reactor, the working fluid is a gas,

usually helium or carbon dioxide. The gas, at a pressure
of a few hundred psi, is circulated through the reactor,
the piping, and the steam generator by a blower (fan).
The blower is an impressive piece of machinery, by the

way. The energy required to drive the blowers (there
would be several) for the reactor of an 800,000-kilowatt
power plant would operate 400,000 20-inch window fans
like those used in homes.
9

The material identified in Figure 5 as "moderator" has
not been discussed before. The moderator is a substance
put in a reactor to slow the neutrons and increase their
effectiveness in causing fissions. In water-cooled reactors
it is not necessary to add solid moderator components,
--1. Steam
Moderator

Steam

generator

Figure 5 N it clear steamsupply c o m po neals in a
gas-cooled reactor.

Fuel

Blom(

6-- Water

because the cooling water serves this purpose. Gas isn't
a very good moderator, however, so in gas-cooled reactors
a special material, usually graphite, is built in.
Graphite is a natural choice because it can withstand the

very high temperatures that exist in gas-cooled reactors
(in some, the gas is heated to nearly 1400°F). The high
operating temperatures are put to good use. Steam as hot
as about 1000°F is produced; at this temperature and at
the high pressure that goes with it, the steam can drive a
very efficient turbine.
In addition to its high-temperature performance, a gas-

cooled reactor has the desirable characteristic of low net
fuel consumption; very advanced models, in fact, may be
able to produce more fuel than they consume. But, alas,
all is not good. There are disadvantages, too. Principal
among these is the relatively large-size reactor needed
for a given rate of heat generation. Gas, unfortunately,
just doesn't remove heat very well. Consequently, the rate
of heat generation per unit volume of reactor must be
fairly low to match the relatively poor heat-removal
capability of the gas.
10
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Heavy-Water Reactors

In most respects, heavy water (D20) is like ordinary
water (H2O). (In the formula D20, the D stands for deuterium, a heavy isotope of hydrogen.) It's really not very
heavy (heavy water doesn't feel any heavier, if you hold a
bottle of it, than ordinary water), but the presence of
deuterium instead of ordinary hydrogen in a reactor has
pronounced and desirable nuclear effects. There are also
some pretty strong effects on economics, since D20 costs
around $28.50 per pound.

Heavy water is usually used in tube type reactors, in
which the nuclear fuel is positioned inside process tubes
that penetrate a tank. The tank contains the heavy water,
which surrounds the fuel-containing tubes and acts as a
moderator, much as graphite does in gas-cooled reactors.
The fuel is in a form that does not occupy all the space in
the process tubes, so there is room for a cooling fluid to
flow along the fuel elements and remove the heat that is
generated. Figure 6 shows the general arrangement of a
heavy-water reactor.
Steam

Tank

Heavy

Steam generator

water
Fuel

Figure 6 N u c le a r steam-supply
co»tponents in a heavy- realer reactor.

Pump
Water

Any of several cooling fluidsorganic compounds, gas,

water, or heavy water can be used in heavy-water reactors, since the heavy-water moderator is separated
from the cooling fluid by the walls of the process tubes.
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Temperatures in heavy-water reactors depend upon the kind
of c..01"ng fluid used, among other things, but steam hotter
than 71/1; F can be produced.

In terms of nuclear fuel utilization, the heavy-water
reactor is an interim type: Its net fuel consumption is
quite low and it can operate on natural uranium, which
makes it attractive to use in some countries during the
period in which designs for economical breeder reactors
are being developed.
Breeder Reactors

Several reactors have a potential for breedingthat is,
for producing more nuclear fuel than they consumebecause of the materials. or combinations of materials, that
are used to build them.
How does a breeder work? As you recall, a uranium-235
atom can fission when its nucleus absorbs a neutron. The
fission reaction releases free neutrons (see Figure 1) that

may. in turn, initiate other fissions. All the neutrons released, however, are not absorbed by fissionable material;
some are absorbed in the structural material of the
reactor, the control elements, or the coolant; some escape
from the reactor and are absorbed by shielding; and some
are absorbed by jurlile material. When the nucleus of an
atom of fertile material absorbs a neutron, the fertile
atom can be transformed into an atom of a fisionable

malertal the substance that forms the basis for the

nuclear chain reaction. By careful selection and arrange-

ment of materials in the reactorincluding, of course,
fissionable and fertile isotopesthe neutrons not needed
to sustain the fission chain reaction can fairly effectively
convert fertile material into fissionable material. The
breeder reactor improves the efficiency of the neutron
process both by increasing the number of free neutrons
released in fission and by decreasing the, number of neutrons wasted, thereby making a larger number available
for absorption in fertile material. If, for each atom of
fissionable material that is consumed, more than one atom
of fertile material becomes fissionable material, the reactor is said to be breeding. One fertile material is uranium238, which is always found in nature with fissionable
12

uranium-235. When uranium-238 absorbs neutrons it is
converted to fissionable plutomum-239. Another fertile
material is thorium-232, which can be converted to fissionable uranium-233.

Some of the reactors that are poNsath breeders may not
prove capable of breeding in actual practice, but one type
has already operated successfully in several plants. This
is the liquid-metal-cooled breeder reactor shown in Figure 7.
Steam
Reactor

Heat
Fuel

exchanges

Steam generator

Pump

Pump
Water

Figure 7 NticlGar

cumputictil,5 ot a Itgaid-mclal-cooled

breeder reactor.

Systems and components for the breeder differ from
those for other types of reactors. One item we haven't seen
in the diagrams for other reactors is an intermediate heattransfer loop between the reactor coolant system and the

turbine water-steam system. Both the primary reactor
coolant system and the intermediate loop use liquid metal
because it has excellent heat-transfer and nuclear charac-

teristics; the metal is usually sodium. Incidentally, the
idea of a liquid metal should not be startling, for mercury,
a substance familiar to everyone, is a liquid metal.
The liquid metal in the reactor is heated to about

10Q0' F, and then goes to the heat exchanger, where it
transfers its heat to the liquid metal of the intermediate
loop. The metal in the intermediate loop moves to the
steam generator, where it heats water to produce steam
at about 900` F.
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Like other coolants, liquid metal has some desirable and

some undesirable features. It is good because it does an
excellent job of neutron conservation and of removing heat

and does not have to be used at high pressure to attain
high temperatures. The fuel in a liquid-metal-cooled

breeder reactor can be operated at very high-power
densities because the heat can be removed rather handily.
To put it another way, the heat for a power plant of a given
capacity can be supplied by a liquid-metal-cooled breeder

reactor that is much smaller than any other reactor that
could do the job.

One of the undesirable features about liquid metal is its

tendency to react chemically. For example, there is a
strong reaction whenever liquid metal comes in contact
with water or steam, and if a leak occurs in a steam
generator that contains liquid metal an intense reaction
results. To isolate the reactor from any possible difficulty,
liquid-metal-cooled reactors are provided with the inter-

mediate heat-transfer loop. This extra loop, of course,
adds to the cost of the plant.

We have now taken a quick tour through the common
reactor systems and have noted a few characteristics of
each. In the next section, we will explore one kind of
nuclear power plant in detail.

14

TYPICAL PLANT DESIGN FEATURES

If you want to know more about the sizes, shapes, features, and relationE:ups of components in a nuclear power
plant, then this section is for you.

We will look closely at a plant typical of some being
bought and built by utility companies today. The choice of

a reactor for our "typical" plant is an arbitrary one: It
uses a pressurized-water reactor, but other reactor types,
equally successful, might have been chosen, as they have
by many utilities. Our plant will produce about 800,000 kilo-

watts of electric power and will have taken around 4 years
to construct.
A flow diagram for our installation is shown in Figure 8;
this diagram is basically a combination of Figures 2 and 4.
Although only one reactor coolant loop is shown for simplicity, numbers indicate where two other parallel loops

begin and end. A reactor of this size requires more than
one primary loop principally because of limitations in the
capacities of pumps and steam generators.

The parallel steam pipes from the three steam generators are joined into a single, larger pipe that is connected to the high-pressure turbine. The steam flows into
the turbine and gives up some of its energy to turn a
shaft; it cools, drops in pressure, and forms some moisture. Leaving the high-pressure turbine, the steam passes
through a moisture separator and enters the low-pressure
turbine. Here the steam pressure drops still more, imparting additional energy to the shaft. The shaft turns the
generator, which produces the electric power.

The steamits usable energy by now pretty well exhaustedmoves on to the condenser, where cooling pipes

15
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Figure 8 A complete nuclear power plant based on a pressurized water reactor.
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turn it into water. In the process, the pressure is lowered
to less than atmospheric pressure. The water (called
condensate) formed in the condenser, is pumped through
a heater and partially preheated. By this time, the water
is called feed water because it is used to "feed" the steam
generators: before entering the steam generators, however, it is pumped through another heater. The preheating
improves the efficiency of the plant. Several heaters
usually are used, but, for simplicity, only two are shown
here.

To pump the water from the condenser through the
heaters and into the steam generators, its pressure must
be raised from less than 14.7 psi (atmospheric pressure
at sea level) to abcat 800 psi. More tin!: one pump is
needed for this, and two are shown here. The pipe leaving
the last feed-water heater branches into parallel pipes so
that feed water is supplied to the steam generator in each
parallel reactor loop.
Thus, we can make a general statement that the parallel
loops of the nuclear steam-supply system furnish steam
to a single-loop, power-generating system, although there
are exceptions to this design in industry.

Considering the primary, or reactor, coolant system
again, note that each loop has its own pipes from the reactor, but that usually only one pressurizer and one water
purification system are provided. The pressurizer, as its
name indicates, keeps the reactor system at the proper
pressure. The purification system continuously removes
.
impurities from the water.
Keep the flow paths in Figure 8 in mind as we turn now
to some individual components of a nuclear power plant.
The Reactor Vessel

The reactor is the furnace of the plantthe concentrated

source of the tremendous amount of heat that is converted to electric power. Figure 9 shows a vertical cross-

section through a reactor pressure vessel and the arrangement of basic reactor components. The steel vessel,
its walls around a foot thick, is designed to contain water
at an operating pressure of 2250 psi, with inlet and outlet
temperatures of about 550° F and 600° F, respectively.
17

The vessel weighs about 1 million pounds empty, and more
than half again as much when full of water and with the
core installed.
The vessel, about 40 feet high with an outside diameter
of 16 feet. has the function of enclosing the reactor core,
Pressure

vessel head

flange bolts

Control rod drive
mechanism
r

and nuts-

-----w- Hot water out

Pressure
vessel

Control rod
Reactor

-I
''''''..Ncore

Fuel assembly

Figure 9 Vertical cross

section view of a

LI

pressurized-water reactor vessel.
Cool water in

which is composed of fuel elements and control rods. The
cool-water connections of some vessels are at the same
level as the hot-water connections; this arrangement is a
design variation on the typical vessel shown here. Internal
baffles direct the cool water to the bottom of the vessel so
that it can then flow up through the reactor core.
When the reactor is not operating, the top, or head, may
be removed for access to the core. Figure 9 shows how the
head is bolted to the main part of the vessel, and Figure 10
shows a head being installed. The photograph shows the

holes for the bolts, the drive shafts for the control rods,
and, at the top of the vessel head, the control-rod drive
mechanisms.

The Core

The heart of our nuclear power plant is the nuclear
fuel a ceramic material called uranium dioxide (UO2) .
18

Figure 10 Reactor vess e I

head being installed al a
nuclear power plant.

The UO2 is enclosed in sealed tubes a little less than a
half inch in diameter and about 12 feet long. These tubes
are made of Zircaloy, which is an alloy of the metal
zirconium. About 200 of these tubes are arranged in a
square pattern to form a fuel assembly (see Figure 11).
The tubes in each assembly are close together but do not
touch. They are held apart by egg-crate-like spacer grids
so that the cooling water can flow along them and remove
their heat.
Each fuel assembly in our reactor example is 8 inches
square by 12 feet long and weighs 1300 pounds (UO2 is
almost as heavy as lead). Our reactor core contains about
200 fuel assemblies, and there are passages for control
rods in the assemblies. The core is nearly 12 feet across,
and the square assemblies are arranged so that from the
top the core looks circular.
The heat-generation rate of the core is determined by
movable control rod assemblies, which can be moved up or
down so that they leave or enter the region of the nuclear
fuel. The rods contain material that acts as a brakeon the
chain reaction; that is, when a rod is in the core it absorbs

neutrons and prevents them from causing fissions. By
moving the rod assembliesthere may be as many as 90
of themin or out of the core, the heat-generation rate
;1
r-,..4....
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Figure 11 A fuel assembly for a nuclear power
plant.

Figure 12 Lowering a

fuel assembly into a
reaclor core.
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can be decreased or increased so that the plant produces
the desired amount of electric power.

The Primary Coolant System

The primary coolant system consists of stainless steel
piping and other components that contain the cooling water.
Remember that large reactors use several primary coolant
loops that operate in parallel. A lot of water flows through

the reactoraround 2 million pounds (330,000 gallons) per
minuteequivalent to the flow 1..Jni over 100,000 garden
hoses. (Reactor temperature and pressure cause the water
to weigh approximately 6 pounds per guilon.) Each loop
carries a portion of the total flow, and each has a steam
generator and a pump. Some reactors have two pipes and
two pumps between the outlet of each steam generator and
the inlet to the reactor vessel.

The steam generators are 10 or 15 feet in diameter,

about 60 feet high, and weigh, roughly half a million pounds.

Water flowing through tubes inside heats the surrounding
feed water, producing steam with a pressure of 800 psi and

a temperature of 520°F. The steam generators deliver
around 10 million pounds (51/2 million cubic feet) of steam
per hour to the turbine.

A primary coolant pump, driven by an electric motor
rated at several thousand horsepower, raises the coolant
pressure about 100 psi for another trip through the reactor. piping, and steam generator.
In an actual installation, the primary coolant loops are
arranged around the reactor as in Figure 13, which shows
the "nuclear" pieces in a nuclear power plant. The rest of
the installation is identical with any other generating station and we needn't discuss its details.
The Overall Plant

Our plant's central control room, with appropriate
instruments, switches, indicators, and controllers for the
nuclear steam-supply system and the power-generating
system, looks about like the control room in any large
industrial plant, except for some instruments that indicate
or record conditions in the reactor. This reactor instrumentation replaces the boiler instrumentation of a cont.: 4 k"-"`
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ventional power plant. Control-room personnel who operate

the plant are highly qualified. having received extensive
training and having passed comprehensive examinations to
obtain the required licenses.
When you see an exterior view of a nuclear plant, you
may wonder which pieces go in which building. Figure 15
shows the location of components in a pressurized-water
plant. with "nuclear" components inside a leaktight steel
or concrete containment building (the vertical cylinder with
a dome top in the figure). A containment building actually
can have any one of several different shapes, and in some
plants no containment feature may be visible at all. In the
newer plants that use boiling-water reactors, for example,
containment is provided, but it doesn't show.
The power-generating components are housed in a typical industrial structure called a turbine building. One more

conventional structure is the plant "ventilation stack". In
Figure 13 Cutaway Licit of a nuclear steam-supply system based on

a pressurized-water reactor. Note size of man entering door at
right.
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THE COST OF NUCLEAR POWER
Beginning about 1965, nuclear power plants
became
economically competitive with conventional steam power
plants in many sections of the United States
and the rest of
the world.
A utility company spends money on two principal items

in order to generate electricity for its customers.
The
first is the power plant itself, and the second is the fuel
that the plant consumes. At present,
it costs more to

build a nuclear plant than it does to build a
plant. This, however, is only half the story conventional
because the
fuel costs for the nuclear plant are lower. Consequently,
in locations where fossil-fuel costs are fairly
high (generally areas some distance from coal mines or
gas and
oil fields), a utility may save money by "going nuclear"
when it expands. Companies buying nuclear
power plants
today can expect their investment to be divided as shown

in Figure 16.
The competitive position that nuclear power holds
has been attah:d in a remarkably short time. Onlytoday
ten
years ago, it was very, expensive to obtain usable
power from atomic energy. The rapid change in electric
the eco-

nomic position of this important energy resource is a
result of the combined efforts of government
In order to speed the development of nuclearand industry.
technology,
and thus assure that the energy resources of our
country
can be used to meet our power requirements, the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) for
many years has
sponsored research work and supported projects aimed at
demonstrating the performance and costs of
different types
of nuclear power
plants.
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Probably the most significant program began in 1955,
when the AEC announced the Power Reactor Demonstration

Program, under which it invited utilities and the manufacturing industry to participate in nuclear power plant

/--------------(Plant Cost 75%

Operation 1095

Fuel 15%

.0

Figure 16

'0

Where the money goes in a nuclear power plan!.

demonstration projects. The terms of the program differ
from project to project but are based on a sharing of costs
by the AEC and the participating organizations. As a result
of the program, more than 15 projects have been undertaken. The experience gained in designing, constructing
and operating plants under the Power Reactor Demonstration Program has played an important part in the development of today's commercial nuclear power plants.
Many factors affect the cost of a nuclear power plant and

the electric power it produces. For example, the size of

the plant has an influence on the cost per unit of electricity:
the larger the plant, the cheaper the power. Wages and materials costs differ substantially from region to region, as
do taxes, the prices of land, and other items. An important
factor is the length of time required to build the plant, for

during the construction period costs cscalalc. Let's talk
about escalation for a moment, assuming that the year is
1973. The typical nuclear plant described in the preceding
section would cost about 5400 per kilowatt of capacity to
the owner paid cash for the plant and it were posbuild,
sible to erect it overnight. That isn't the way things go,
however, for utilities finance their plants and around eight
25

years elapse between the time a nuclear plant is ordered
and the time it goes into operation. The time is required
for obtaining necessary permits and licenses, for actual
'construction, and for pre-operational testing. During those
eight years, wages of workers increase, prices of equipment go up, and the utility pays interest, on the money it has

borrowed to build the plant. The effect of these factors is
an increase in cost, which is called escalation.
Significant escalation occurs with all long-term projects
such as conventional power plants, chemical plants, or
similar industrial installations. In our example, the nuclear
plant ordered in 1973 will go into operation around 1981 and
will have cost $500 per kilowatt to build; the total power-

generating cost in the 1980's will be slightly less than two
cents per kilowatt-hour. Plants now in operation were built
in less expensive times and produce cheaper power; the
costs are rougaly half those given above for future plants.
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PLANTS IN THE UNITED STATES

The first full-scale nuclear power plant in the United
States began operating in December 1957, at Shippingport,
Pennsylvania. Since then, numerous other nuclear plants
have joined in providing electric power from the peaceful
atom. This section is devoted to descriptions of some of
these plants.
Note that the plants shown in the photographs use different kinds of reactors and that their power outputs differ by
substantial amounts. This is because some of the plants
were built as demonstration units to determine relative
advantages of one reactor type compared with another, and
were built to the size requirements of a particular power
company or system.
The extent of the nuclear power program is indicated by
the fact that plants are located or planned for construction

in the following states: Alabama, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin. In addition, U. S. manufacturers have sold reactor plants in several foreign
countries.

A rather special kind of nuclear power plant, the Hanford "N" Reactor (sometimes called the New Production
Reactor), is at Hanford, Washington, about 150 miles
southeast of Seattle. The reactor is owned and operated

by the AEC and produces special nuclear material for
government stockpile purposes; its original design, how-

Cy ir)
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ever, provided for the recovery of the waste heat. The
Washington Public Power Supply System later received
approval to build a nearby steam power plant in which the
hot water from the reactor is used to generate steam. The

plant has a generating capacity of 790,000 kilowatts of
electric power, equivalent to that of two Bonneville Darns.

This plant began serving the Pacific Northwest in April
1966.

Figure 17 SUIPPINGPORT Atomic Nice, Station. Located at Ship-

Pliigh011, Peansyltania, about 25 ',ales norlhuest at Pittsburgh.
Thessurized-uale, ,castor, q0,000-,tut-cleGtr,cal-ktIouall capacity, designed by Bettis Atomic Pone, Laboratory u_i Westinghouse
1...1e,GtriG Cu, poration. Staled c Ol111/1C1-Gtal opeiation i,t 1957 began

opei abort at p),:ent potter in :9o."4. Jotidly wined by AEC and Duquesne Light Company. Operated by Duquesne Light Company.
Shtpptugptr,t nits the pis! laige nuclea, pone, electric gem: Haim;
plant 111 the U. 5. The ieaclor is to the large butldtng in the center.
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Figure 18

DRESDEN Nue lea r Power

Station. Unit P1. Located at Morris.
Illinois. about 50 miles southwest
vl Ch icag o. Boil ing- uale r reactor.
ca pa c200,000-net-el ect rical-k
t y. designed by General Electric Com-

pany. Started commercial operation in

1960. Owned and operated by Commonwealth Edison Company. Dresden Unit

PI nes the second large nuclear power
plant to be built in Ike U. S. Dresden
Unit ff2 and Unit

adjoin Unit PI. (See

ronlispieced

-
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YANKEE Nuclear Power Station, Located at Rowe, Massachusetts.
about .13 »riles east of Albany, Sew
Figure 19

York. Pressurized-water reactor,

175.0110-nel -electrIcal-kilouall capacity. designed by Westinghouse Electric
0010)711am.

Started commercial (*-

emboli in 1961. °lined and operated by

Yankee Atomic Electric Company.

Yankee a as the third large nuclear power

plant to be built in the U. S.
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Figure 20 INDIAN POINT Station of
Consolidated Edison Company of New

York.

Located on the Hudson River,

about 35 wiles north of New York City.
The first unit of the station, located in
front of the slack in the illustration, has
a capacity of 265,000 kilowatts and was
the fourth large nuclear power plant to
be built in the United States. It uses a

pressurized-uater reactor, as do the
other two units of the complex. Total
projected capacity, with all three units

operating, is more than two million
kilowatts.
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Figure 21

11.410

-aide.

ENRICO PERM Atomic Power

Located at Lagoona Beach on
Lake hrie,near .11mioe,.lhehigan,about
%Li miles southuest o1 Detroit. Breeder
reactor. cooled with !!quid sodium.
onqinl-net -electrical-kilouall rapacity.
designed by Atomic Amen Derelopmod
Associates, Inc. Started Posen opera Jointly inured and operated
lron
bv Detroit hdison Company and Pollen
Reactor Development Company. Enrico
Fermi was the world's first large
!weeder nuclear poser plant. .
Plant.
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0 iSTER CREEK Nuclear
Power Plant, Unit gl. This 515,000-

Figure 22

kilowatt plant of Jersey Central Power &

Light Company is al Toms River, New
Jersey. Boiling- water reactor, designed
by the General Electric Company. Sonic
of the canals and equipment which pro-

vide cooling water for the condenser

can be seen in the pholograph.
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Figure 23 Ph A C //

11 OTTOM Atomic

Power Station Unit it!. Located on the
Susquehanna Meer near Peach Bottom,
Pennsylvania, abimt 63 miles southwest
ci Philadelphia, Helium-cooled reactor,
10,000-net-elect rical-hrlortatt capacity,
designed byGulf General Atomic. Started
commercial operation in 196'7. up-

erated by Philadelphia electric Com-

puny, Peach I3ollont ts a demonstration
reactor yeduring high lemPeratures and

a gaseous coolant. nuts 02 and #3 are
located at the same site.
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Figure 24 BROWNS FERRY Su cl ea r
Power Plant under construe' on. This

'Men slums loo

0.1

the three boiling-

'tater reactors. Total generating capaCy, all units operating, over 1 hree million

kilouallS. Located about 10 miles othwest of Decatur, Alabama, the Browns
Ferry station is part of the Tennessee
Valley Authority system.
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CONNE Cr I CUT YANKEE
Atomic Power Plant. Located at Haddam
Neck on the cast bank of the Connecticut
River. about 20 miles southeast of
Hartford. Pressurized- realer reactor,
.162,000- kilowatt capacity. designed by
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. opFigure 25

owl ion of the planl, owned by Connecticut

Yankee Atomic Power Company, began
in 1967.
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Figure 26 11 C B O L DT BAY Power
Plant. Located on numboldt Bay near

Eureka, California, about 200 miles
north of San Francisco. Boiling -uater
reactor, 6S,500-net-electrical-kilouall
caPacity, designed by General Electric
Company. Started conzmercial operation
in 1%3. Owned and operated by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company. The picture

shows the reactor building on the right:
to the left are two oil-fired generating
units.
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Figure 27 ROBERT E .11 .11 E T

GiNNA

Nuclear Potter Plant. Localcil on thc
south shore of Lake Ontario. about 13
miles t.ast of Rochester. .Vere York.
Pressurized-wider reachw. gel electrical capacity 42(1.11(1 kilo:calls, (templed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The Coma pima nas jormerly

Imoun as nrooktrooll and is owned by
RochesterGas and Et eel ric Corporation.

jl
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Figure 28

BIG ROCK POINT Nuclear

Plant. Located on Lake Michigan al
Big Rock Point near Charlevoix, Alichi-

gan, about IVO »tiles northwest of
Detroit. Boiling-water reactor, 70,400nel-electrical-kilowatt c a pa c it y, designed by General Electric Company.
Started commercial operation in 1963,

Owned and operated by Consumers
Power Company.

:::: - ,

41askia_
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Figure 29 SAN ONO RE Nuclear Generating Station. Located on the Pacific
Ocean ,car San Clemente, California.
Pressurized-water Tea et o r, 430,000 -

kilowatt capacity, commenced operation
in 1967. Owned jointly by Southern California Edison Company and San Diego
Gas & Electric Company.
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Figure 30 PALISADES Nuclear Power
Station. Located at South Ihwen,
oan about 35 miles west of Kalamazoo.

Pressurized-water reactor, net capacity
700,000 kilowatts. designed by Combustion Engineering, Inc. Owned by Consumers Power Company, whose Big Rock
Point plant is shown in Figure 28.
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POLVT Nuclear

under construction.

It lakes

seieral years time, a lot
material.
and many hours 0.1 labor to erect a
large Power plant. In taking this picture, 11w photographer stood inside

a

large pipe that carries cooling rater

from Lake Ontario into the steam condenser. The huge, 11,4,1d -bulb-shaped
steel shell in the foreground houses

reactor. A vier( of the finished Plant
is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32

SINE MILE POINT Nuclear

Station, Located on Lake Ontario near

Osuego, New Yoth. about .33 miles
north 0.1 Syracuse. Boiling-uater 'reactor, 300,ouO-net-electrical-kilowall ca-

pacity, designed by General Electric

Compant. Orated and operated by Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Many countries use nuclear energy to produce electric
power, Some of these countries have large reactor development programs of their own, like the one in the
United States, while others undertake little development,

preferring to buy their nuclear power plants from a
country that sells them for export. Among the countries

whose programs we will discuss, our neighbor to the
north comes first.
Canada

With large reserves of uranium, with a pool of scientists
who participated in the early atomic energy work, and with
inconveniently located fossil-fuel resources, Canada is "a
natural" for the utilization of nuclear energy. The Canadians, in fact, for years have had a vigorous nuclear development program, oriented strongly toward heavy-water

reactors.

In 1962. the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) Station
at Rolphton, Ontario. became Canada's first operating

Figure 33 The DOUG LAS
POIN-r Nac Ica) PouerStaltuu hgand
Cablein

struts of Lake Huron near
Kau a ) dolt , Oda) to.

1(21
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nuclear power plant and the first in the world to use a
heavy-water reactor. The station, with a power output of
22,500 kilowatts, was designed as a prototype for larger
plants. The first full-scale nuclear electric generating
plant, the Douglas Point Nuclear Power Station, has a
capacity of 203,000 kilowatts. It was built by Atomic
Energy of Canada, Ltd. (which corresponds to our Atomic
Energy Commission) in partnership with the Hydro Electric
Power Commission of Ontario.
The dominance of the heavy-water reactor in Canadian

efforts is illustrated by several additional large plants in
Canada, and by the export sale of power plants of this type
to India and Pakistan.
Great Britain
The British have been in the nuclear energy business for

a long time, and they have the nuclear power plants to
prove it. In 1956, when the British began operating their
first nuclear plant at Calder Hall, shown in Figure 34, they

chose a gas-cooled reactor. More than two dozen plants
later, the English still prefer gas-cooled reactors. Many
technical improvements have been incorporated in the
newer plants. The outside appearance has changed, too,
as can be seen by comparing a photo of a newer plant
(Figure 35) with that of the original station.
Figure 34 England's CALDER HALL Ara lea) Pone,
Station. The lull structures
are cooling lowers, which
are employed in locations

where a large body of
water is

nol accessible.
These loll ers cool the con-

denser cooling water so
that it can be used again,
and they emit steam, not
smoke. Four reactors sup-

ply steam lo Iwo turbines.
Total capacity of the station is 198,0(11) electrical
kilowatts.

Great Britain offers plants for export and competes for
contracts in other countries. British-designed gas-cooled
reactors have been built in Italy and Japan.
45

Figure 35 The 0 L D 13 L' R Y

Nuclear Passer Station neat
into ape rattan us Great
13i-slain us 1Vu7. Generating
capacity Of Use lay plants

4wri

at the station is 600,000

a

electrical kit on ails.

!cr.-

.
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Figure 36 The DOUNREAY
Fast Reactor located iu

r

Scotland.

In addition to their work on gas-cooled reactors, the
British are investigating other systems, including steamgenerating heavy-water and liquid-metal-cooled breeder
reactors. The Dounreay Fast Reactor, shown in Figure 36,
is a 12,700-kilowatt experimental plant that has been in use
since 1959. A new, 250,000-kilowatt prototype breeder

reactor is located at the same site.

France
The emphasis in the French program, as in the British,
has been on gas-cooled reactors. Although the two countries have developed nuclear plants that are very similar
in principle and in major features, the development programs have been independent.

The first French plant went into operation at Marcoule
in 1956, and since that time a new unit liar.; come "on the

line" about every 2 yers with progressive improvements
in the later designs. This should not be taken as an indication that progress has been slow, however, for the latest
French plants show important improvements over the early
designs.
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Figure 37 Aerial ilea of the
Li,uur -ktlou all n a c tear
pone,- station al Chinon.
France. CIIINON 1 is al
Ike hollow, and Ihe newer
dla tits, CHINON 2 and 3,
are above.

/ice

The nuclear research and development work in France
is considered to be good, and the French scientists are
respected by their counterparts in other countries. In
addition to contemporary gas-cooled reactors, the French
have an active fast breeder program underway, including a
250,000-kilowatt prototype at Marcoule.

Japan
The Japanese have undertaken an ambitious nuclear
power construction program, and the supporting industries

necessary for such a program are developing rapidly.
Although most of the current nuclear power plants are
based on American designs, the Japanese have been operating reactors for over a decade.
The large nuclear plants that are becoming operational
use boiling-water or pressurized-water reactors, but the

Japanese are also looking well into the future as they
develop a native capability. In addition to work on the kinds

of reactors that are currently operating or under construction, research centers and industrial organizations
are involved in the development of heavy-water and breeder

reactors.

I
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Figure 38 Japan's MURUG rt Nuclear Pot( er
Plant. This 322,000-kilowatt plant is located near

ftwo sw11.111141111

.
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j
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Kyoto.

Figure 38 shows one of Japan's nuclear power plants,
which uses a boiling-water reactor.
Soviet Union

The Russians have been operating nuclear reactors for
over 25 yearsnearly as long as, scientists in the United
States have. Their earliest reactors, like ours, were designed to produce materials for nuclear weapons. The
Soviet program on peaceful uses of atomic energy also is
like ours. It is diversified and, in the nuclear power plant
area, it is not concentrated strongly on any particular
type of plant.

A nuclear power plant called AM-1 went into operation
near Moscow in 1954, preceding the first operation of our
Shippingport station. We do not consider AM-1 to be a true
nuclear power plant, however, because of its small size
(5000 kilowatts) and experimental use. (A U. S. facility,
the Experimental Breeder Reactor in Idaho, was producing
electric power in 1951.)
Russia has built several types of nuclear power plants,
but not many of any one type. Figure 39 shows an interior
view of one of their larger plants, a pressurized-Water
type. The level of their technology is about equal to ours
for the kinds of plants being constructed in fairly large
numbers here. The U.S.S.R. is also pushing ahead with a
large breeder-reactor construction program.
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Figure 39 The reactor Pa in
the N0170170RONEZIl Nuclear. Dozier Station located

on Ike Don River in the

Soviet Union, The dome at

the bottom is a cover for
the reactor vessel. This
plant produces 196,000

kilowatts; a second, larger
planl is at the same site.

West Germany

A vigorous development program promises to place West

Germany among the foremost builders of nuclear power
plants. Since their 15,000-kilowatt Kahl station began power

operation in 1961, the Germans have proceeded with research and construction plans encompassing a variety of
nuclear plants and facilities.
Some of the German plants are experimental in nature
and serve as steps in a large, breeder-reactor program,
but others have been built to furnish electric power to meet
today's requirements. One such plant is shown in Figure 40,
while Figure 41 shows the reactor vessel of another.
Although the two photos illustrate boiling-water reactors,
other German plants use pressurized-water, heavy-water,
and gas-cooled reactors.
Tne German program is not limited to the development
and construction of nuclear power plants for domestic use

only. German industry is active in the competition for
contracts to build plants in other countries, and a 317,000kilowatt heavy-water reactor was sold to Argentina in 1968.
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Figure 40
West Ge rmato 's Gl'NDRE.11.1IINGEN
Nuclear Po a e r Station.

This 237.ami-kilou (ill plant

u as Ge nitwit

p rst largescale nuclear lamer $1atam 11 uses a bailing-airier

reactor and has been al

opentlion since 1966.

Figure 41

The interior of
the reactor a essel al the
LINGEN u cl e a r Potter
Station in Rest Germany.
The inside diameter of the
vessel is about
This

boiling-linter reactor has
been in opt' ration since
!Vbs.

Other Countries

Practically every country has a government agency and
research centers devoted to nuclear energy. Even sonic of
the nations that are small in size have substantial programs under way and have actually built a nuclear power
plant or two. Others have preferredat least at firstto
buy their plants from another country. In addition to the
countries mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, the following have built or bought nuclear power plants: Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, the Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, and, reportedly, Bulgaria and Hungary.
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THE LAST WORD
In

the

near future, a substantial amount of electric

power may come from a kind of nuclear plant that we have
not mentioned yet. This is called a thud-pm-pm. plant because it has two products: Electricity and fresh water.

The reactor in a dual-purpose plant serves the usual
purposeit produces heat. However, it produces enough
heat to make more steam than the power-generating section of the plant needs. The extra steam is used in a
desalting plant, or process, that makes fresh water from
salt water. Thus, the dual-purpose plant is much like a
regular nuclear power plant except that it has an extra

sectionand a big one, at thatwhich produces large

amounts of fresh water.*
ke have discussed some aspects of nuclear power plants,
hum reactors work, and why atomic energy is important in

meeting the demand for electric power today and in the
future. For those who cant more information, the following

pages give lists of suggested books, reports, articles, and
motion pictures.

"See Suc ka, bit o,,,k fur Dcsallingt companion booklet in this

series.
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES
Books
Nuat at Pout; Plant,: DC-Sign, UpLraling LApertence, and Economics. Robert L. Loftness, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,
Princeton, New Jersey 08541, 1964, 548 pp., $12.50.
.5

u,/ree book on Atomic .Ent-r, (third edition), Samuel Glasstone,

D. Can Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey 08541,
1967. 883 pp., $9.25.

c /or.% of Nut/La; Reactor, Volume IVPone; Reactor, International Atomic Energ} Agency, National Agency for International Publications, Inc., 317 East 34th Street, Nev, York 10016,
1962, 324 pp., $5.00..Dirt don
.Nuclear kt-aclu,, Volume VII Potter Reactors, International Atomic Energy Agency, National Agene} for International Publications, Inc., 317 Last 34th Street, Ne Yurk 10016,
1966. 341 pp., $9.00.
Fact Book un U. S. Nucka, Putter Projects, revised periodically,
Electric Companies Public Information Program, 230 ['ark
Avenue, New York 10017, price varies with each edition.
Di;

Reports
Nacicar Reacluta Built. Being Built, or Planned In the Untied
Slates (TID-8200), revised semiannually, I.. S. Atomic Energy
Commission, Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, 525 Port. Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22151,
$3.00.

The folk.ming reports are available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
20402:

Major Aclit iltw to lh Atomic Energy Programs, JanuaryDGccniber, issued annually, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
about 400 pp., $1.75.

.`'oiler; indusbj, revised annually, Division of Industrial Participation, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, price varies math
each issue.
Fu,,,casi of G, utt th uj Nucha, Puue, (WAS11-1064). Division of
Tke

Operations Analysis and forecasting, U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission, December 1967, 50 pp., $0.35.
CH Mau Nue/Lar Poae, 7Ytc 1:167 Supplement Cu the 1A:.' Report
to the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, February
1967, 56 pp., $0.40.

Articles
Annual Report un Nuclear Pom,er,- UGC', Ica! Huth!. Reprints are

$1.00 a copy from Reprint Editor, Elect; tcal World, 330 West
42nd Street, New York 10036.
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The Arrival of Nuclear Power, John P. Hogerton, Scientific
American, 216: 21 (February 1968).

Numerous articles on nuclear power plants appear in the regular
monthly issues of the following periodicals; Pouco , Electrical
World. Potter Engutec..ring, Nuclear Setts, and Nuclear Engineerig InternatiOnal.

Motion Pictures
Nvailable for loan without charge from the AEC Headquarters
Film Library, Division of Public Information, U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington, D. C. 20545 and from other AEC film

libraries.
Atomic Potter Today. Service atilt Safely, 281/2 minutes, color,
1966. Produced for the Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. This film
tells the story of central station nuclear power plants and how
they serve the country now and will continue to do so in the
future. Starting with basic information on how electricity is

produced from water power and fossil fuels, the film introduces
nuclear fuel as a new energy resource that helps keep down the
cost of electricity. Nuclear fuel is shown being fabricated, and

its use in a reactor is illustrated through animation. I'he film

shows the components and construction of a nuclear power plant,

and deals with the safety of the plant. The film concludes by
showing several of the nuclear power plants across the
country, which serve our needs for electric power.
Tumorrua 's Poucr Today, 51/2 minutes, color, 1964. Produced
for the AEC by the Argonne National Laboratory. This film
explains why energy from the atom is needed to supplement that
of conventional fossil fuels. It shows how heat from nuclear
fission is converted to electrical power and gives a brief surrey
of representative atomic power plants in the U.S.
The Neu' Potter, 45 minutes, color, 1965. Produced for the AC's
Idaho Operations Office by the Lookout Mountain Air Force
Station. This film tells how the National Reactor Testing Station
in Idaho is furthering the AEC's quest for economic nuclear
power. Most of the many experimental nuclear reactors located
at the Testing Station are described. The film also explains the
basic principles of power reactor construction and operation.
Atomic Potter Production, 14 minutes, color or black and white,
1964. This film in the Magic of the Atom Series was produced by
the Handel Film Corporation. An explanation is given of how the
heat created by the controlled chain reaction of atomic fuel in a

reactor is converted to electrical power. The basic differences
in these power reactors are discussed: the boiling-water reactor, the pressurized-water reactor, the liquid-metal-cooled
reactor, and the organic-cooled reactor. The principle of the
breeder reactor is explained and its importance stressed.
Atomic Votture, 231/2 minutes, color, 1961. Produced by the General Electric Company. This film covers the designand develop-

ment of a large dual-cycle boiling-water reactorthe 180,000 kilowatt Dresden Nuclear Power Stationbuilt by the General
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Electric Company fur the Cummonm,ealth Edison Company in
Chicagu and the :Nuclear
er Group, Inc., from its beginning
in 1955 to its completion in 1959.
Pia, r and Po
, 29 minutes, color,
1959. Produced by the
A LC This filni describes the Shippingport Atomic Po«er Station
in Pennsylvania, m,hich m,as built to advance power reactor
technolugy and demonstrate the practicability of operating a
central station nuclear pov,er plant in a utility network.
Th Da Tuthuo rua 13t4;an, 30 minutes, color, 1967. Produced by

Argonne National Laboratory for the AEC. This film tells the
story of the building and testing of the m.orld's first reactor. By

intervim, historical film footage, and paintings, the motion
picture re-enacts the historic events that led to the dramatic

moment when the first sustained chain reaction %%as achieved.
This milestone in man's quest for kno ledge occurred under the
stands of Stagg Field, Chicago, on December 2, 1942.
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